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11r. Chair an, ear nrs of the Subcoanittee:

I as pleased to be here today to discuss our views on the bi'l

(M.R. 4013) to establish a bipartisan Presidential Commission to

review, assess, and report on the programs, goals, and future

direction of the Boar- for international Broadcasting and the

United States Intormtoon Agency. Our coements relate to the

international broadcasting activities associated with the Boar-3 aid

the Agency. We believe the establishment of an independent group

lke a commission to rwlew the U.S. government Ie1rnational

broadcasting policy is appropriate and timely. Changes in thte

Soviet Union and Eastez-n Europe, developments in South Africa and

Central America, the tight federal budget# and the pasrage of time

since the last comprehensive review of international broadcasting

in the early 1980 point to a need for a reexamination of the

missions and operations of Radio Free Surope and Radio Liberty

(RFE/RL) and the Voice of America (VOA).

I would like to highlight the results of our prior reviews, w:.ich I

believe serve as a good basis for setting forth the factors that

should be considered in evaluating the future role of international

broadcasting. Accesion For
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REVICAS OF 14T-RNAY1OPIAL BRO&DCASTING

Over the past 20 years, GAO has issued eight reports concerning a

wide range of issues affecting the economy and efficiency of the

operations of RFE/RL and VOA. Prior to June 1971, Wae Central

Intelligence Agency provided oversight and funding for Radio Free

Europe and Radio Liberty. Between 1971 e,d 1973, temporary

oversight and funding were proviied by the Department of State.

During this transzion, we reported in 1972 that if the Congress

electel to continue funding the radios, consideration should be

given to consolidating certain functions of the two organizations.

In 1973, a Presidential Study Commission on International adtI

Broadcasting, known as the Eisenhower Commission, endorsed our

suggestions to consolidate activities. The Comission reviewed the

operations of and funding for Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty

and recommended methods for future maintenance and support that

would not impair their professional independence and effeetivenems.

The Commission's report led to Congress establishing the Board for

International Broadcasting to oversee RFE/RL. The Board wax

formally constituted on April 30, 1974.

In the spring of 1976, we reported on the management of Radio Free

urope and Radio Liberty. We recommended that the Board for

International Broadcasting clarify its oversight role in the

management of the radios. Ne further recommended that, to promote

economy and efficiency, a single corporation be formed to
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consolidate and streamline their operations and activities.

Subsiquently, the Board clarified how it vould carry out its

oversight responsibilities, an:. Radio Pree Europe and Radio Liberty

moved to create a single corporation.

In 1981, we reported on additional means to improve the operations

of RLE/RL, including strengthening policy assessment, program

evaluation functions, and staff development. Also, we recommendeJ

to the Congress that the executive branch prepare a study to

formulate plans for U.S. international broadcasting in ?.e 1980s.

The executive branch eventually acted on these recommendations.

In 1982, we reviewed the management of VOA and recopmended specific

actions to improve VOA's effectiveness, efficiency, and economy,

including revisions to prograikaing pra-ices, the elimination of

shortwave backup, and the establishment of a long-range plan for

modernization of technical facilities. That same year, the

National Security Council reviewed the U.S. international

broadcasting system and set priorities for future programing of

both RPI/RL and VOA. This set the framework for the long-range

modernization plans for RFE/RL and VOl. To our knowledge, no

comprehensive review of international broadcasting activities has

been undertaken since the National Security Council's 1982 study.
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FACTORS TO CONSIDER 11-
CORISSION STUDY

The mission of RVE/Ri. IS to further the dissemination of

informatior and ideas In Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union by

operating as a surrogate "homew radio station. VDA, on the other

hand, has the mission to serve as a global G.S. radio service. it

is mandated by law to broadcast to the wrlnd accurate, objective,

and comprehensives nevsr a balanced portrayal of American life,

thought, and institutionst an effective presentation of U.S.

policiesi and a responsible discussion of U.S. policies. Both

have a large commitment to broadcast to Eastern Europe and the

Soviet Union. No estimate that VOl's operating cost to broadcast

to the region Is $68 million, while RFE/RL's operating cost Is

$173 million.

Morldwide, Vol broadcasts In 43 languages, Including English. in

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, VOA broadcasts in 19 languages

Including Enlish, while RFS/RL broadcasts In 23. In this region,

Volk broadcasts 385 hours weekly# while RFE/RL broadcasts 43C hours

of original material and 1,070 hours total airtime weekly. insome

cases, they are broadcasting at the "ame time in the sane language.

Both VOA and RFS9/RL have extensive modernization programs undtmay

to replace outdated equipment and Increase their capability. VOIl's

modernization program, which began in the early 1980a at an

estimated cost as high as $1.5 billion, has been reduced to around
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$800 million to reflect budgetary constraints. One goal of VOA's

program is tot Improve its ability to broadcast clear signals to

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. In 1985, RFC/RL began a $17

million pcogz.a to upgrade its technical facilities. In addition,

both are involveS in a joint project in Israel to build a radio

relay station that will cost approximately $290 million.

In our opinion, a review of U.S. involvenment in international

broadcasting must consider U.S. foreign policy and political

interestst the missions of VOA and RtE/RLW and operational issues,

including program and technical requiresnt funds. We believe

that the need for the continued level of support shculd be

reassessed in light of present conditions and U.S. foreign policy

rather than the accomplishments under earlier conditions. 1.ore

specifically, we believe that an assessment of RFr/RL and VO&

should include the following questions:

- Is Rr/RL*s mission as a surrogate "home" radio station still

valid considering the current changes in Eastern Europe and

the Soviet Union. Additionally, should RFE/RL be given the

vission of training Eastern Europeans and the Soviets on the

role and operation of an independent news media?

- Is VOAms allocation of resouces to various areas of the world

appropriate, given the changes around the globe?
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Can the missions of RFE/RL and VOA be consolidate into a new

organization that would eliminate duplicative functions, such

as news collection, research, and personnel and adinistrative

support, and reduce competition for listenersi or could these

organizations share their technical facilities?

Are there ways to achieve greater operational economies and

efficiencies, such as (1) reducing the number of languages

used, (2) limiting the number of hours of original and repeat

programming, (31 increasing the technical interchangeability

of facilities, aid (4) establishing more uniform technical

standards for broadcast?

He believe that, if the Commission is to come about through

legislation. u.R. 4013 should probably be amended to provide for

appointment of a chairperson, compnsation or lack thereof of

members and staff, and fundIg. Should the commission be one which

contemplates holding h-aringsa using temporary or intermittent

sezvices of expects or coasultants& or detailing federal employees

from other agencies, he sual provisions covering those matters

also should be added.

This concludes my prepared remarks. I will be happy to respond to

any questions.



GAO RPOR01. 13SUED ON16 L6T954r1O016L BROADC.%STII4G
1970-1990

U.S. Goverinent Monies Provided to Radio Fe aropo and Radio
L~bOtY[Senate Foreigni Reations Cpmitteoj 3139, May25

Suqestions to Isp rve mIanagement of Radio Free Butrope/Radi*
LibertY, [CongreWss 3D-7t-55, June 25v 1976.

Imorovements Rade! Son* Still Needed In Hanaaamont of Radio Pro
ftrooefRmdio Liberty (Congress] 10-81-16, March 2v 1981.

The Voice of America ShoulO. Address Rzisting Problems to Ensure
igh Performance [DircOOr 051PJ I0-89,-37v July 29, 1982.

Imocoved Oversiaht, Cn Redoce Broadcast violations at Radio Free
NE 60Lbt [Senator POlls* Senate FOCeign Relations
CommtteiiN YIDI5z1, June 24p 1965.

ConeacinePraticss req-Lac*Srvcee Provided by RFrfRL
anlvs BadfrItcaitlBroadcasting] I SIAD-86-16,

Movemo a 27, 1985.

VOICE OF MERICK: Selected Personnel Practices warrant nanagement
Action [house IntErhational Operations Ssbcommitee, Foreign
U1nTrs Comnmittee) 2SIAD-99-160v July 12., 1989.

INTERWATIONAL BROADCASTING: Construction of U.S. Radio Relal
Station in Israel [House Internationa Opecations Subcomittee,
Foreign Affairs Committee) USIAD-90-123P5, Sarah 14p 1990. .


